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ITINERARY 5C –  AURONZO MOUNTAIN HUT - FORCELLA LAVAREDO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

system in World Heritage Site Dolomiti Settentrionali 

mountain group(s) Tre Cime di Lavaredo 

UNESCO values landscape: the Tre Cime di Lavaredo are the symbol of the Dolomites and 

hundreds of thousands of visitors flock here every year. The extraordinary iconic 

presence of these three stone giants, perfectly vertical and prism-shaped, has 

made them famous throughout the world. The route runs along the foot of the 

south side of the awe-inspiring massif and can be divided into two stages: the 

first one, which is easier, goes from the Auronzo mountain hut to the Lavaredo 

hut, and the second, more challenging stage, from the Lavaredo hut to Forcella 

Lavaredo. Every part of the route offers stunning scenery with spectacular views 

over the main groups of this enormous area. At Forcella Lavaredo the landscape 

reveals a never-ending horizon of Dolomite peaks and a breath-taking view over 

the nearby Tre Cime and Dolomiti di Sesto. 

geology: the rocks in this impressive mountain group suffered little disturbance 

from the volcanic activity of the mid-Triassic period and recount the various 

stages in the evolution of the Triassic archipelago with extraordinary temporal 

continuity. The various generations of islands and reefs are preserved in their 

original shape and position. The vertical rock faces of some of the most 

imposing peaks (Tre Cime di Lavaredo, Monte Paterno and Croda dei Toni), 

carved out of Main Dolomite, are what remains of the great tidal plain which 

formed at the end of the Triassic. The southern parts show the geometry of the 

Carnian islands, clearly relating the stages in the disappearance of the Triassic 

Dolomite archipelago. Some footprints of theropod dinosaurs and fossil amber 

have been found in these rocks (HelingKreuz and Travenanzes Formations). 
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[source: www.dolomitiunesco.info] 

level of difficulty medium (stretches with sharper inclines and uneven terrain) 

altitude 2.300 - 2.500 m a.s.l. 

starting point car park at the Auronzo mountain hut; Forcella Longères 32041 Auronzo di 

Cadore (BL);  

altitude: 2.00 m a.s.l. - GPS coordinates: 46.6123375,12.2963215 

arrival point Forcella Lavaredo, 39034 - Dobbiaco (BZ);  

altitude: 2.441 m a.s.l. - GPS coordinates: 46.6224902,12.3114449 

distance 2,630 km; the itinerary takes around 1 hour and 30 minutes on foot with 

prostheses and about 2 hours with off-road wheelchairs. 

overall difference in height uphill 143 m; downhill 19 m 

incline average of 5 %, the route has a continuous incline 

minimum width track (2.5 m) 

terrain dirt road with fine and coarse packed gravel 

obstacles terrain is compact and quite even, but is stony in the stretch between the 

Lavaredo mountain hut and Forcella Lavaredo; some narrow channels cross the 

path; barrier at the beginning of the route (room to get around it) 

exposed stretches none 

access the starting point can be reached using public transport: shuttle bus Dolomiti 

Bus (info: www.dolomitibus.it) and private means: the access road to the car 

park at the Auronzo mountain hut (approx. 7 km) is open to private traffic upon 

payment of a toll (info: http://auronzomisurina.it/tre-cime/) 

car park large car park with 750 spaces and some reserved spaces (tarmacked surface) 

facilities Auronzo mountain hut: accessible with disabled toilets 

level of fitness required challenging route, the stretch from the Lavaredo mountain hut to Forcella 

Lavaredo is stony and steep; a good level of fitness is required. Route suitable 

for off-road wheelchairs 

recommended period mid-June to mid-September (when the mountain hut is open) 

network coverage coverage provided by main mobile phone operators 

GPS mapping tracks .gpx and .kmz available on http://visitdolomites.com/en/node/2679 

Google street view available on http://visitdolomites.com/en/node/2679 

guides local guides available who have attended the special training course run by the 

UNESCO Dolomites Foundation-Accademia della Montagna del Trentino [info: 

www.assionlus.it] 

signs along the route information boards at the beginning of the route and at Forcella Lavaredo; CAI 

signs 

UNESCO info points information boards about the World Heritage Site 

information provided by and 

itinerary checked by 
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